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Abstract. In this paper, we present the first low frequency (< 1.4 GHz)
radio continuum study of a Wolf Rayet galaxy NGC 4214 using the
Giant Meterwave Radio Telescope (GMRT). We detect diffuse extended
emission from the galaxy disk at 325 MHz and find that the radio emission closely follows the ultraviolet emission mapped by GALEX. The
galaxy is undergoing continuous star formation which can explain the diffuse emission. We suggest that the diffuse radio continuum emission and
X-ray emission detected in the northern part of NGC 4214 is associated
with a background galaxy, 2MASX J12153795+3622218.
Key words. Galaxy: radio continuum—galaxy: Wolf Rayet—individual:
NGC 4214.

1. Introduction
Galaxies containing the signatures of Wolf Rayet stars such as broad He II 4686 Å
emission feature in their optical spectra are known as Wolf Rayet (WR) galaxies.
NGC 4214 has been described as a barred, S-shaped magellanic irregular galaxy in
the CVn group of galaxies at a distance of about 4 Mpc. The central region of NGC
4214 is rich in WR stars and shows wide H α emission in its spectrum (Sargent &
Fillipenko 1991). This galaxy has been extensively studied in several wave bands
ranging from X-rays to radio continuum emission at frequencies > 1 GHz. Two large
HII complexes located in the central parts of NGC 4214 have been detected in the
high resolution data.
2. Results
We have selected the galaxy from Beck et al. (2000) where high-frequency radio
continuum study of this galaxy is available. The final images generated from GMRT
observations in 2008 and 2009 have rms noise ∼90 μJy and 0.34 mJy at 610 and
325 MHz respectively. The data analysis was done following standard procedure for
GMRT data analysis in AIPS.
Figure 1(a) shows the diffuse emission detected from the entire galaxy at 325 MHz
which follows the NUV morphology from GALEX data. Diffuse radio emission at
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Figure 1. (a) Contours at 325 MHz (10.4 × 8.6, PA = 61.27) superposed on the NUV map
from GALEX. The 325 MHz image detects diffuse emission from the entire galaxy in addition
to the bright central parts and an extension to the north and follows the NUV morphology. (b)
Zoom-in of the northern part where we believe the radio continuum emission is associated with
a background galaxy seen in the 2MASS grey scale.

325 MHz is similar to the halo emission seen in edge-on normal disk galaxies including a steeper spectrum compared to the central HII regions. Our 610 MHz data traces
only the central HII regions and the overall morphology of the high resolution emission at 610 MHz is fairly similar to the images obtained at higher frequencies (Beck
et al. 2000). In Fig. 1(b), we show a zoomed-in image of the region north of NGC
4214 where we detect radio emission associated with a background galaxy 2MASX
J12153795+3622218. X-ray emission has also been detected from this region (Ott
et al. 2005). Several galaxies are recognizable in the vicinity of this galaxy in the
SDSS image.
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